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Winning the Billing & Collections Battle

INTRODUCTION
Accounts receivable (AR) is one of the most vital aspects of a business. Not only does AR deal
with customers directly, it has the critical responsibility of keeping company cash flow positive
— i.e., turning money owed into money in the bank. Today, winning the billing and collections
battle demands a holistic approach to the challenges that have long kept AR departments from
realizing their full potential.

Despite the importance and influence of AR, both in theory and on the balance sheet (AR is often a company’s largest asset),
its processes remain woefully outdated and inefficient when juxtaposed against other departments.
Sales, marketing and payroll are just a few areas of business that have embraced the use of software tools for adding visibility
to workflow, consolidating information and automating the tedious tasks that sap time, money and resources. The lack of
modernization in AR is confirmed by the Association for Information and Image Management (AIIM), which recently found that
half of all businesses still use manual processes for managing their receivables1.

The Cost of Being behind the Times
One of the main reasons AR is still stuck in the proverbial Stone Age is due to the complex and disconnected nature of the
billing and collections cycle. AR doesn’t operate in a vacuum: each customer a company does business with has their own
invoice delivery and payment preferences along with a unique IT infrastructure. As a result, paper often becomes the default
medium for unifying this myriad of communication that takes place on a daily basis.
But if the primary goal of AR is to keep bills going out and money coming in, paper is arguably the biggest obstacle getting in the
way. Each manual touch point — whether it’s having to print, fold, stuff and stamp paper invoices for delivery or relying on sticky
notes, Excel spreadsheets and printed agings for collections and dispute processing — represents a lost value for a business.
Common issues associated with manual billing and collections:
§H
 igher operational costs and lower productivity
§ Increased Days Sales Outstanding (DSO)
§G
 reater risk for regulatory non-compliance
§L
 engthened dispute resolution
§ Limited control over post-sale collections interactions
§ No visibility for data tracking or reporting
§D
 ecreased customer satisfaction rates

Purpose of This White Paper
Looking at the current AR landscape as a whole, it is far from a modern utopia of organization and efficiency. But that doesn’t
mean companies don’t understand the need for change or that they shouldn’t be optimistic about where the future of AR is
headed. In recent years, comprehensive and cloud-based AR automation solutions have emerged as a tantalizing alternative to
manual processing methods. In fact, according to a 2015 Billentis report, electronic and automated invoice processes can
result in savings of 60-80 percent compared to traditional paper-based processing2.
The goal of this white paper is to educate AR professionals on the benefits of process automation. Although a business cannot
fully automate every facet of AR, there are many parts that can and should be automated so that AR staff can focus their
attention on more complex matters requiring human intervention. By detailing some of the specific solution features available
through industry leaders like TermSync™, this white paper shows how traditionally manual
and inefficient AR processes can be brought into the 21st century.
1 Automating AP/AR Financial Processes — User Feedback on the Real ROI. (2014). AIIM. PDF file.
2 Koch, Bruno. “E-Invoicing / E-Billing: Entering a New Era.” (June 5, 2015). Billentis. PDF file.
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UNDERSTANDING THE ROLE OF AR AUTOMATION
Optimizing the billing and collections process can seem like a daunting task considering all of the
people, technology and other variables that are involved in making an AR department function.
However, once a business understands exactly where its current AR process is lacking and what
improvements need to be made, the vision for AR efficiency is made all the more clear.

Overcoming ERP Limitations
Just because AR is known as a behind-the-times department, doesn’t mean modernity has completely escaped it. Most of
today’s businesses have an ERP system or other business application(s) in place that streamlines the AR process to some
extent, such as electronically storing important invoice data and emailing and faxing invoices to obliging customers. The
downfall is that they rarely offer any kind of real end-to-end automation.
Key considerations
A truly streamlined and collaborative billing and collections process must go beyond basic ERP functions to automate all of
the tedious tasks prevalent in so many AR departments. To help determine if your current ERP/business application setup
would benefit from AR automation, you should ask yourself these key questions:
§ How much of your current AR process, from beginning to end, is truly automated?
§ Is staff spending a lot of time on manual AR tasks (e.g., mail preparation, dispute resolution, etc.)?
§ Do you provide your customers with the self-service tools they expect?
§ Does management have the ability to easily monitor and measure performance?

The 4 Critical Components of AR
Best-in-class AR automation solutions offer a wide range of billing and collections capabilities that go beyond what a company’s
current ERP/business system is already doing. Below are the four most critical components of AR that all businesses should
place on their priority list when evaluating their current processes or searching for a new solution:

INVOICE DELIVERY
1

3

The process of sending invoices,
statements and other AR documents
out to customers via their preferred
medium (e.g., email, fax, postal
mail, etc.)

CUSTOMER PORTAL
2

An online resource provided to
customers so they can view invoice
information, pay their bills, get
support, and do other AR-related
tasks at their convenience

COLLECTIONS
MANAGEMENT
The process of managing post-sale
collections interactions, including
tools such as task escalation, account
lookups, call logging, root cause
analysis and more

REPORTING AND ANALYTICS
4

Any set of tools that make detailed
and business-critical AR information
easily available, including cash flow
models, benchmark reports,
scorecards and more

In the following pages, this white paper will explore these four critical components in greater detail, examining the common
challenges in each, and how top-tier AR automation solutions help eradicate them.
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INVOICE DELIVERY
A critical component of AR and the entire order-to-cash (O2C) cycle is the
process of invoicing for goods or services sold. This act of initiating the return of payment
is often hindered by manual tasks which limit a company’s ability to assemble and deliver
billing documents in a timely, transparent and cost-effective manner. Moving from manual to
automated processes offers a clear advantage in terms of profitability and improving overall
AR and O2C performance.

The Pains of Manual Processing
If there’s a problem within a stage of AR, there’s a good chance the primary culprit is paper. This is especially true in the case
of invoice delivery. According to a recent study by The Institute of Financial Operations (IFO), the average AR department still
delivers more than half of their invoices via postal mail3. This means paper documents for postal delivery have to be prepared
on a company’s own time, with their own staff and using their own resources.
In a traditional mailroom operation, the space of time between invoice creation and invoice delivery is typically littered with
manual touch points. As illustrated in the following diagram, each bottleneck in this process requires some form of manual
handling — severely limiting efficiency.

Invoice
printing

Collect supporting
documents

Copy for
archiving

Folding and
inserting

Stamping

Post office
delivery

Distribution

Wasting time and money
The correlation between manual AR processes and higher costs is no coincidence. The same IFO study found that more than
one-third of the AR professionals surveyed said it costs their company over $2 to process a single PO-based paper invoice.
Considering all the factors involved in running a manual mailing process, it’s easy to see why a company’s time, money and
resources can become strained:
§ Labor, hardware and maintenance
§ Dependence on production equipment (e.g., printers, folding machines, stamping machines, etc.)
§ Printing, stuffing and collating
§ Stamping or metering
§ Errors and exception handling
§ Archiving and storage
§ Process quality (e.g., monitoring, reporting, etc.)
Stuck in the status quo
Of course, most companies understand why delivering invoices this way is inefficient, the difficulty is how to go about changing
it. Adopting an e-invoicing delivery system is seen as unrealistic for a lot of companies because they simply don’t have the
leverage to force all their customers to accept electronic documents.
Without an AR automation solution to facilitate invoice delivery, companies hoping to improve their billing process are faced
with three less-than-promising options:
1. Do nothing and forego major efficiency gains (while competitors are achieving them)
2. Try to move all customers to e-invoicing (and almost certainly fail)
3. Take on the high expense and complexity of custom-designing different processes for specific customers according to their
various levels of sophistication
3 2013 AR Auotmation Study. (April, 2013). The Institute of Financial Operations. PDF file.
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Solving the Problem with E-Invoicing
Automated AR invoicing offers a more modern and scalable solution for streamlining invoice delivery and simplifying billing
operations. The benefits are two-fold: not only does it eliminate the direct costs and inefficiencies associated with handling
paper invoices, it allows companies to go 100 percent electronic on their end while still giving customers the freedom to
transition to e-invoicing at their own pace, avoiding the risk of damaged customer relationships.
Companies want to be able to send every invoice out
electronically; an automated AR solution offers the freedom to
do just that by producing both paper and electronic formats to
match different customer preferences. This allows companies to:
§ Automate workflow routing and delivery to customers
§ Manage all customers automatically

VOLUME

No format restrictions

PAPER
INVOICE

ELECTRONIC
INVOICE

§ Let customers move to electronic invoicing at their own pace
§ Avoid disruption of existing AR processes
Mail as an on-demand service

TIME

To satisfy customers who are unwilling or unable to receive invoices electronically, best-in-class AR automation solutions
enable the delivery of paper invoices to be offloaded via an on-demand mail service. Invoices can be sent directly from
ERP/business applications to an off-site production facility where the documents are printed, folded, inserted, stamped and
forwarded to the post office.
Increased access and efficiency
If manual production and invoice distribution methods tend to disrupt the O2C cycle and increase average invoice costs,
e-invoicing has the opposite effect. Recent Forrester Consulting research, commissioned by Sterling Commerce, found that,
by moving from manual invoice processes to fully automated e-invoicing, AR departments can reduce costs by 44 percent4.
In addition to cost savings, businesses that remove manual bottlenecks from their workflow can expect to see:
§ Less time spent handling paper documents
§ Lower risk of lost invoices or related documents
§ More productive staff members
§ Paper invoices placed in the postal stream in less than 24 hours
§ Readily available billing documents
§ Real-time tracking and reporting
§ Support for international e-invoicing compliance requirements
§ Improved process control for quicker collections
Reduced DSO
One of the biggest advantages of automated AR invoicing is the reduction of DSO. In a traditional paper-based billing process,
invoices — regardless if they are ready to be sent — remain stationary until their scheduled delivery at the end of a set time
period (e.g., weekly, monthly, etc.). It’s clear why this is an issue for DSO: the faster a company gets invoices to customers, the
sooner it can receive payment.
An e-invoicing solution, on the other hand, allows companies to send out invoices as they are prepared in real time, giving
customers the chance to initiate their internal payment process ASAP. This has shown to significantly reduce DSO. PayStream
Advisors recently found that AR automation’s ability to quickly and accurately allocate all received payments resulted in a
faster cycle time that reduced DSO as much as 20 percent5.

4 The Business Value of E-Invoicing: A New Look at the Challenges, Trends and Opportunities in the Global Marketplace. (2010). Sterling Commerce. PDF file.
5 Reaping the Rewards of Accounts Receivable Automation - Home. (2013). Retrieved May 25, 2015, from http://www.paystreamadvisors.com/reaping-rewards- accounts-receivable-automation/
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CUSTOMER PORTAL
Simplifying billing and collections for your AR department is only half the battle. To
truly accelerate the payment process, customers also need tools at their disposal to make
bill-paying easy and painless. While traditional AR operations lack the ability to provide such a
platform, most AR automation solutions offer a secure online portal that gives customers the
control and convenience they crave.

The Times They Are a-Changin’
Technology now plays a more significant role in people’s lives than ever before. Whether it’s stopping by an ATM to take out
some quick cash or checking in to your flight using a touchscreen kiosk, our everyday experiences are becoming increasingly
self-activated.
For a customer, the experience of paying an invoice or asking a question is no different. Instead of mailing out a check or
dialing up the phone, customers would rather complete these tasks at their fingertips via an electronic device. Not only do they
want self-service options, they expect them.
How suppliers stand in the way
Many companies still pride themselves on the “personal touch” of their customer service when it comes resolving invoicerelated issues. For a lot of supplier executives, technology is viewed as just another barrier getting in the way of a healthy
company-customer relationship.
But while a phone call used to be the most direct, convenient way to resolve an issue, modern-day customers tend to view
it as one more hassle to deal with in today’s fast-paced world. That’s not to say phone calls are never needed — self-service
is simply the preferred option. These differing perspectives help explain the disconnect that is still prevalent among supplier
companies and their customers. Consider the following statistics:
§A
 ccording to a Forrester Consulting study, 72 percent of people prefer a self-service model, like an online portal, over
phone or email support6.
§A
 recent study by TermSync found that over 80 percent of distributors believed their quality of customer service
differentiated them from competition; yet, only 30 percent of distributors surveyed offered a customer portal7.
According to these industry figures, even though approximately 3-out-of-4 customers want a self-service model, only about
1-out-of-4 supplier companies are actually providing them. Even if a company’s customer service is stellar they are still
neglecting a glaring reality — customers want to go to the Web before anything else. Key takeaway: If you have customers, you
almost certainly need some form of self-service payment.

Providing a Portal via AR Automation
Many of today’s leading AR automation solution providers offer
a built-in customer portal to address these challenges. Customer
portals act as a one-stop support center for everything invoicerelated, featuring a wide range of tools that provide greater levels
of access and convenience to your customers.
Self-service tools
The definition of good customer service is changing. Above
virtually all else, customers seek out companies that are easy
to do business with; that means offering self-service options for
anything and everything related to managing and paying invoices.
Some examples of key self-service tools that should part of any
customer portal include the ability to:
§ View information for upcoming, past-due or already paid invoices
§M
 ake payments electronically through their bank accounts or with a credit card
§ Apply credits to any open invoices
§ Sign up for auto-pay functionality
§ Easily access and manage your company’s W-9
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Support tools
In addition to managing and paying invoices, there are also times when customers need to reach out to you with an invoicerelated question or request. Giving your customers an online outlet to complete these tasks increases the likelihood they will
take a proactive approach instead of just waiting for you to call about an unpaid invoice. Examples of helpful support tools
include the ability to:
§ Send messages or ask questions that get logged for all relevant parties to see
§ Track vendor response time by setting up internal goals
§ Request supporting documents not already available
§ File invoice disputes to instantly notify your company
Engagement tools
Businesses will be happy to know that their customers aren’t the only ones benefitting from the use of an online portal. Often
times, a company will need assistance in getting their customers to actually use the self-service and support tools detailed
above, and engagement tools do just that. Using engagement tools, you can easily:
§ Set up automated payment reminders or account statement emails to customers
§ Track when a customer views an invoice
§ Give customers the ability to log in to the portal directly from your website
§ Highlight new products or special promotions

6 North American Technographics Customer Experience Online Survey. (October, 2009). Forrester. PDF file.
7 Distributors Claim They’re Easy to Do Business with, Lack Tools to Prove It (2013). TermSync. PDF file.
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COLLECTIONS MANAGEMENT
Another crucial aspect of AR performance is your ability to manage post-sale
collection interactions with customers. Unfortunately, the “technology” used today
by many AR departments to do this is roughly the same that was being used 30
years ago. Advanced tools within AR automation solutions provide a viable option
for bringing this traditionally antiquated process into the 21st century.
Outdated and Inefficient
Most companies are no strangers when it comes to using modern technology to manage important business information. For
example, sales and marketing departments regularly rely on Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software to effectively
track follow-up and correspondence with prospects.
Yet, despite AR being arguably the most valuable asset to a business, the area of collections follow-up (i.e., getting your
company paid) has remained as outdated and inefficient as ever. Sticky notes, calendar reminders and spreadsheets are just
some of the antiquated tools of the trade used by many AR departments to manage collections.
What’s the impact?
The slower your company collects the cash it’s owed, the more trouble it ultimately causes. Below are just a few of the
symptoms commonly experienced in manual collections processes:
§ Longer DSO times
§ Higher transaction, financing and administrative costs
§ Inability to provide a statistical cash forecast
§ Lower staff productivity
§ Lengthy invoice disputes
§ Increased rate of bad debt write-offs
§ Higher credit risk

Modernizing Collections via Automation
Much like a sales or marketing department uses a CRM system to manage workflow, AR automation solutions provide a wide
range of collection management tools to ensure your AR team is working as efficiently as possible and nothing slips through
the cracks. To put it simply, businesses can finally automate what should be automated.
Below are some of the most advantageous collections management tools you should be looking for when selecting an AR
automation solution:
Payment reminder emails
Getting your customers to be more proactive in paying their bills is essential to speeding up collection times, reducing calls
and improving customer relations. The ability to send out customized weekly emails reminding your customers about past-due
and upcoming invoices, as well as an updated list of their available credits, helps accomplish this.
Task lists based on workflow rules
Team accountability is central to any effectively run AR department. Creating
task lists based on your own workflow rules for how to follow up with pastdue customers helps your team prioritize which customers need to be
contacted and ensures that the policy is being followed.
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Account lookups & call logging
As much as one-third of an AR representative’s time can be spent on prioritizing who to call
and searching for contact and account information. Fortunately, account lookup and call
logging capabilities allow you to easily scan a call task list to view a complete snapshot of
any customer account. After the customer is contacted, any notes and schedule follow-ups
can be logged.
Root cause analysis & deductions
More often than not, when companies finally track down a customer for payment, they
ultimately fail to examine the root cause of why the payment was late in the first place.
Automated AR solutions help to identify, track and categorize common root causes for
late-paying customers, deductions management and other areas, allowing you to improve
processes and identify early warnings signs of potential problems.
Collections forecast
Using collections forecast capabilities, your business can accurately predict the
likelihood of getting paid before the end of the month on every outstanding invoice.
In addition, collection goals can be set to track your progress.
Payment plans
Every business undoubtedly has situations where their normal credit terms and
processes need a little assistance. Payment plan features keep your company from
losing out on business or appearing inflexible — any payment arrangement you can
think up can be incorporated in the AR solution and presented in easy-to-understand
terms.

Task Optimization
It’s important to remember that AR, like every other department within an organization, cannot be fully and completely
automated — nor should it. Depending on the size of the business and the internal processes and systems involved, elements
of human intervention are always necessary for maintaining your billing and collections.
This is one of the key strategic benefits of AR automation: It automates the tedious and time-consuming tasks that don’t
necessarily need human guidance, while allowing the AR team to focus on more complex matters that actually do. This kind of
task optimization means that every facet of AR is operating as the most productive and efficient version of itself.
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REPORTING & ANALYTICS
Managing your company’s cash flow without the proper reporting or analytics is akin to a
football team not recording stats. While a team’s general success or failure can be gauged
by its win/loss record, a coach cannot make the necessary improvements without analyzing
stats and individual performances. Automated AR solutions provide the guiding light that many
businesses seek through the use of powerful tools that offer insight into meaningful metrics.

Numbers Don’t Lie
Unless you have been living under a rock for the past few years,
there’s a good chance you have heard about the use of predictive
analytics or “big data.” It’s one of the business world’s hottest
buzzwords, with everyone from sports teams to healthcare
entities to government agencies using it. It all sounds very fancy,
but broken down, analytics is nothing more than the collection
and use of data to inform decision-making.

13%

Customer Dispute

14%

Cannot Contact
Customer

The value of reporting and analytics is not lost on today’s
companies; in fact, the expectations are enormous. According
to one industry survey, nearly 90 percent of current big data
users believe it will revolutionize business operations much like
the Internet did in the 1990s, while 85 percent feel big data will
dramatically change the way they do business8.

24%

Invalid PO #

Unpaid Invoices:

91 Invoices

6%

Customer Does
Not Have Money

28%

No Reason Entered

15%

Work Not Complete

AR would seem to be a natural fit for analytics, being that it constitutes the primary source of incoming cash flow for most
businesses, but predictably, AR has been slow to jump on the bandwagon.

Going beyond DSO
It’s not that AR departments avoid the use of metrics — they’re simply limiting themselves with what they currently measure.
For example, most companies’ visibility into AR performance only relates to how fast they get paid (e.g., DSO) or how much
was written off. This is important data, of course, but there are so many more compelling metrics that can and should be
explored within the billing and collections process.
Top-tier AR automation solutions provide valuable reporting and analytics
in order to help management set goals, stay accountable, measure results
and use Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to benchmark against other
companies. Below are examples of some of the most compelling analytics
that go beyond DSO.
Generating monthly KPI reports
Generating monthly KPI reports offers an overview of your AR team’s monthly
performance compared to your average performance over a set number
of months. Not only does this type of analysis inform you of your team’s
progress, it highlights areas of workflow that may need some extra attention.
The figure on the right illustrates how a monthly KPI report might be
organized. In this example, there are six KPIs all measured on a percentage
scale. This is a simple yet strategic way to ensure your team is achieving its
desired results.
Rest assured, reports such as these are not one-size-fits-all when you’re dealing
with a leading AR automation solution provider. Companies can create virtually
any report they can think up by simply selecting the criteria they want. They can
then immediately be saved and shared with other team members.
8 Big Success with Big Data: Executive Summary. (April, 2014). Accenture.
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Tracking invoices in real time
The use of analytics within AR isn’t strictly reserved for managing post-sale collection interactions either; AR automation
solutions often have easy-to-use dashboards for monitoring the progress of your invoice deliveries. With 24/7 real-time tracking
and reporting, every document you send out can be tracked via a unique bar code identifier or read-receipt.
Measuring e-invoice adoption rates
Companies can also utilize analytics to closely monitor their customers’
transition to electronic invoice delivery. If your company is in need of
invoice delivery improvements, and are considering going paperless,
it’s essential to the success of your project that most customers
eventually adopt to e-invoicing. Getting better visibility into that process
helps you factually present results to your team and, if necessary, push
for improvements.
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SOLUTION SPOTLIGHT:
TERMSYNC’S COMPREHENSIVE AR OFFERING
TermSync™, an Esker company, offers a complete AR automation solution designed to
streamline the entire billing and collections process, providing forward-thinking companies
with a truly end-to-end option for automating the four critical components of AR operations.

A Full-Featured AR Platform
The comprehensive solution offered by TermSync combines all the necessary tools to consolidate AR processes from start
to finish using one full-featured automation platform. Through a modern, user-friendly interface, both the company and its
customers benefit from full control and visibility into the areas of AR that matter most.
Pick-and-choose components
One of the biggest advantages of TermSync’s AR offering is that it’s not an all-or-none proposition. The solution’s primary tools
(listed below) address the most important four components of AR, but companies can pick and choose which tools they utilize
based on their business needs. The result is a truly customized AR experience.

INVOICE DELIVERY
An on-demand service to
automate the sending and
archiving of invoices based
on customer preferences
that includes access to a
worldwide network of mail
production facilities

AR BOOST
An innovative, CRM-like tool that
transforms outdated manual
collection tasks into a highly
efﬁcient process

MANAGEMENT REPORTS
INVOICE ASSIST
An online platform used by over
350,000 businesses worldwide
to manage AR invoices and
payments

An advanced system of
reporting tools used to set
goals, measure results and
benchmark performance
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Solution benefits
Based on research and customer results compiled by TermSync, companies that utilize the comprehensive AR solution can
typically expect to see:
§ Improved customer relations and customer satisfaction rates
§ Accelerated customer payments and reduced collection disputes
§ Increased administrative efficiency
§ Up to 80 percent savings on invoice processing costs
§ Time spent handling paper documents reduced by over 90 percent
§ Reduced DSO by 29 percent on average
§ Significantly higher rates of customer portal adoption
§ 100 percent compliance with all international e-invoicing regulations

Seamless Solution Delivery
Because all of the functionality in TermSync’s AR offering is built into a cloud-based platform, the solution can be deployed
quickly with little IT investment and at a lower upfront cost. Plus, the solution is compatible with virtually every ERP/business
system — no matter how antiquated or diverse the landscape — making process overhauls unnecessary.
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AR AUTOMATION SUCESS STORIES:
Crescent Parts & Equipment
Industry: Wholesale Distribution
AR component used: AR Boost (Collections Management)
Founded in 1944, Crescent Parts is a leading HVACR (Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration) wholesale
distributor headquartered in St. Louis with 15 locations in Missouri and Illinois. Using TermSync’s AR Boost collections
management tool, the company transformed its post-sale AR process into a more modern, customer-centric operation.
Previous manual challenges
Crescent Parts was having difficulty communicating with all of its past-due accounts
because of time and staffing limitations. Like many companies, Crescent Parts ran its
AR department using traditional (i.e., paper-based) processing methods that often did
more harm than good.
Instead of hiring additional help for customer accounts, Crescent Parts decided to
automate the process in order to make its collectors’ tasks more efficient and provide a
centralized location to house customer notes.
How AR automation made life easier
§ Low upfront costs and easy installation process
§ Improved Collection Effectiveness Index (CEI)
§ Accelerated issue resolution by tracking disputed invoices
§ More time to work with high-value and new customers

I recommend
TermSync to
everyone I talk
to — it has solved
our customer
communication
problems. We are
uploading copies
of invoices and
giving customers
instant access to
them.
- Credit Manager, Crescent

§ Greater customer engagement via self-service portal tools

Haemonetics
Industry: Medical Device Manufacturing
AR component used: Invoice Delivery
Haemonetics is a global healthcare provider of innovative blood management solutions for customers in the medical markets
of blood and plasma component collection, the surgical suite, and hospital transfusion services. Using the automated invoice
delivery solution offered by Esker, TermSync’s parent company, Haemonetics was able to standardize the expensive and
inefficient process of invoice delivery.
Previous manual challenges
With an annual volume of 65,000 customer invoices, Haemonetics’ invoice delivery process
was in need of an overhaul. All told, one Haemonetics staff member was spending three
hours per day — 30 percent of her work hours — on paper-driven invoice tasks.
Each day, invoices needed to be printed out, sorted, stuffed into envelopes and sent
to the mail room. Invoices received by fax or email were printed, scanned and then
emailed to customers. Plus, if an invoice wasn’t received, there was no way of knowing if
Haemonetics had actually sent it.
How AR automation made life easier
§ Invoices are automatically sent out via customer preferences
§ Saved 3 hours of invoice delivery tasks per day (700 hours annually)
§ Reduced errors and enhanced visibility when tracking invoices
§ Facilitated the distribution of monthly account statements and past-due collections
§ Simplified the IT landscape

We now have
greater visibility
into our process,
confidence that
our invoices are
getting out in a
timely fashion, and
flexibility to deliver
invoices with email
and fax.
- Assistant Corporate
Controller, Haemonetics
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CONCLUSION
Today’s businesses have multiple battles to fight, and the ones they pursue determine where
resources will go. But considering that AR holds the keys to the most indispensable element of
business success — company cash — it’s easy to see why improving billing and collections is
an important fight to champion.
As the need for efficiency continues to drive business decisions, automation is viewed as the great equalizer within AR. For
years, billing and collections processes have been conducted with manual processes that revolved around paper. Today,
excellence within AR can finally be pursued using comprehensive solution offerings.
An end-to-end AR automation solution, like that offered by TermSync, artfully addresses the traditional challenges within billing
and collections by transforming disparate manual AR processes into a truly collaborative and efficient operation for both your
company and its customers.

About TermSync
TermSync, an Esker company, currently connects over 350,000 businesses through an intuitive,
cloud-based platform that operates in tandem with existing workflows and systems, and can be up
and running in less than a week. Through TermSync, clients are able to improve customer relations,
reduce administrative costs and get paid faster — it’s our commitment to finally bring AR into the
21st century!
TermSync is located in Madison, Wisconsin. For more information, visit www.termsync.com.

About Esker
Esker, TermSync’s parent company, is a worldwide leader in cloud-based document process automation software, helping
organizations of all sizes in their efforts to Quit Paper™. Founded in 1985, Esker operates in North America, Latin American,
Europe and Asia Pacific with global headquarters in Lyon, France, and U.S. headquarters in Madison, Wisconsin. For more
information, visit www.esker.com.
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